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Paper One: Reading Comprehension         (45 minutes, 25 marks) 
 
This is a test of reading skills.   
Students will be asked to read a prose or non-fiction extract and answer different types of questions relating to 
what they have read. The extract will be about a page in length and there will be around 5-10 questions. Some 
questions will ask for straight-forward answers (retrieval style questions) while other questions will require 
students to think more deeply (infer and deduce) about what they have read and respond with an opinion or 
comment. The number of marks per question is a guide as to how much detail is needed for each question. 
Students should be using quotations from the extract wherever possible to further demonstrate and support 
their understanding.  
 
A factual or fictional passage for the examination is taken from material appropriate in language, style and 
content to the age / interest range of the children. These are selected at the school’s discretion without any 
standard pattern, to encourage a variety of approaches to the development of comprehension skills. An 
introductory line of explanation precedes the extract. Certain words may be glossed and defined. The questions 
are worded as simply and unambiguously as possible.  
 
Suggested exam technique: 

 Look carefully at the marks on offer for each question. 

 Use quotations from the text in your answers, in speech marks “  “. 

 Spend at least 2-5 minutes reading the questions before reading the extract. 

 Spend 5-15 minutes reading the extract thoroughly and highlighting potential evidence in response to 
the questions. 

 Make sure the extract is read from beginning to end in one go, so that you are able to understand 
ideas in the context of the whole plot. 

 Spend 25-38 minutes answering the questions in full sentences. 
 
Students should be able to: 

 Give information which can be obtained from a careful reading of the passage. 

 Say how or why a writer is using language in a particular way. 

 Demonstrate an understanding of this by continuing a piece of writing in the same style. 

 Summarise part of the given information. 

 Supply answers involving reasoning, personal opinion / experience or prediction. 

 Use the text as evidence for answers. 

 Explain vocabulary in context. 

 Display a working knowledge of syntax, punctuation and the main parts of speech. 
 

Students will not be marked on spelling, punctuation or grammar, but legible handwriting is important. 
 

 
Paper Two: Writing Task        (45 minutes, 25 marks) 
 
Students are expected to show that they can organise their ideas effectively and convey their feelings or 
opinions in accurate, continuous writing.  
 
The choice of titles covers the following range: 

 imaginative / story writing 

 factual / personal description 

 writing involving discussion / opinion / memory 

 a picture stimulus 
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At least one of the questions will offer a range of content suggestions. The titles are worded as simply as 
possible, using such terms as: essay, piece of descriptive writing, composition, diary entry, letter, story, write in 
any way you choose about …, use this picture as a starting point / basis for …, with the intention that candidates 
should feel able to start writing freely without anxiety about the form. 
 
Suggested exam technique: 

 Pick the question that you will be able to answer most confidently. 

 You need to pick from either a persuasive/argument question, or a literature review question based on 
a text you have studied recently. 

 For the persuasive/argument question, revise and practise use of persuasive methods to engage a 
reader. 

 Also, be very clear about the conventions of different writing forms, e.g. letter or article. 

 For the literature review, you should prepare around ten key quotations from a text you have studied 
recently to use to support your argument. This could be ‘Street Child’ or ‘Kensuke’s Kingdom’.  

 Ensure that you are using a range of sentence structures and punctuation; revise these for confidence 
(see additional grammar pack). 

 Build a wide vocabulary by reading regularly over Easter and using a thesaurus to find challenging 
synonyms. 

 
Students should be able to: 

 Demonstrate a basic competence with syntax (arrange words and phrases to create well-formed 

sentences). 

 Write using questions, commands, statements or exclamations. 

 Write in the first person (a diary extract or letter) or the third person (a summary or account of events 

in sequence). 

 Use a range of punctuation accurately and to improve meaning. 

 Use speech marks and punctuate speech accurately. 

 Plan and organise writing into paragraphs with a clear beginning, middle and end. 

 Demonstrate the difference between easily-confused words (such as their / there /  

they’re; it’s / its). 

 
This revision pack provides revision for both Paper One and Paper Two.  
 
This revision pack provides revision for all three papers. It is not compulsory for Year 6 students to 
complete any revision tasks over the Easter holidays.  
 
All completed revision is due the first day back after the Easter holidays, Thursday 20th of April, so 
teachers can go through work with students to ensure they are adequately prepared for the tests.  
 
All students will go through these papers in class, regardless of whether they have completed them 
beforehand, so all students will have the opportunity to be properly prepared for their examinations. 
However, any students who do complete these, will receive specific, targeted feedback from their 
teacher. 
 
Thank you for your support. 
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Writing Task 2016/17 

 

 

23-25 A* 

 

Fluent, excellent writing. Wide vocabulary and clear structure. Punctuation, spelling and sentence structure accurate and varied. The writing contains 
creative flair and originality. Very few errors.  Clearly answering the question. Excellent detail and knowledge –and an interesting mature interpretation 
of the question. 
 

20-22 A 

 

Fluent, excellent writing. Wide vocabulary and clear structure. Punctuation, spelling and sentence structure accurate and varied. Slightly more errors 
or clumsy construction and may contain a major weakness along the way. Very detailed, dense but straight forward interpretation. Consistent focus 
on the question but may be mechanical. 
 

17-19 B 

 

Some errors and less variety of construction. Structurally clear beginning, middle and end. Argument/interesting structure attempted but clumsy.  
Straight forward but lapses at times. Attempt to focus on the question but could be vague. 
 

14 -16 C+ 

 

Inconsistent, some good writing but may be rushed and incomplete or just too similar in style and structure throughout. Basic errors such as confused 
homophones and lack of varied punctuation or sentences. On task, trying to address the question. 
 

12-13 C 

 

Some structure but inconsistent. Some big errors or too many basic errors and little variation in expression. Plot is predictable and simple.  Generally 
on task and trying to address the question but contains many inconsistent, weak or vague ideas. 
 

10-11 C- 

 

Some structure but inconsistent. Too many big errors and many basic errors. Very little variation in expression or vocabulary. Plot is unrealistic and 
does not relate to the question. Quality of ideas marred with basic errors and poor expression. Trying to write on task but can’t. Vague, some idea but 
too much simple story telling. 
 

9 – 8 D 

 

Poor writing skills. A number of grammatical errors and incomplete sentences. Quality of ideas marred with basic errors and poor expression. Some 
structure but not in paragraphs. No focus on the question.  No real attempt to answer the question, re-telling of a story. 
 

Below 7 U 
 

Ungraded. 

Quality of written communication: 
- Spelling (simple / challenging) 
- Grammar (correct use of tenses / plural agreement) 
- Clear and coherent  expression (clear sentences / correct word order) 
- Vocabulary (appropriate to task or audience / mature)   

 

1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8 

Structure: 
- Consistent and relevant focus on the question 
- Mature / interesting / sensible / realistic plot or idea  
- A clear and focused beginning, middle and end  
- In paragraphs  

 Varied for effect  
- Varied sentences 

 questions, exclamation, simple, compound,  complex 
- Varied sentence openings ( not always using pronouns or ‘the’) 

 conjunctions, adverbs, adjectives, verbs, similes, prepositions 
 

1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8 

Language for effect: 
- Use of literary / persuasive techniques for effect: 

 nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions 

 imagery: simile, metaphor, personification,  senses, onomatopoeia, 
alliteration 

 rhetorical questions, facts, opinions, statistics,  emotive language, 
repetition,  rules of 3,  exaggeration 

- Effect on the reader attempted  
 

1      2      3      4      5 
 
 

Range of punctuation:  
- .  , !  ? ’ 
- “ ” correctly punctuated speech 
- …  -  ;  : (  )  

 

 
1      2      3     4 
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